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About This Game

Trading cards: According to new policy of Steam, trading cards will be available when the quantity of copies of game sold
reachs a certain amount.

This is a typical JRPG, with a maze and turn-based battle mode
When you are immersed in the battle, you can also appreciate the CG of this long story

Player will play for Devil Elise and collect various items in different mazes
At the same time, the combat power will increase. When you meet some of the conditions, the destiny is in your own hands

For this game, we add a rich collection system, and you can compete with every elite boss.
We do our best to satisfy the demands of every player.

【Storyline of the game】
Devil Iblis who wants to conquer the world

After defeated by the hero, she is so weak and becomes a little girl
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She swears to herself that one day she will revenge
Then she changes her name into Elise and starts her journey to take back the power

However there are many people with various desires in the way
And the attacks of monsters

Can Elise finally defeat the hero and revenge successfully?
Or degenerate into a sex slave……

This is all the God’s will

【Characters of the Game】
Rebellious pretty young Devil: Elise

CV:大山 チロル
「Em…Weak though I am, I am the Devil. Well, without any worldly wisdom, you bastard don’t seem to have any idea about

your position. 」
I look like a young girl, but actually the Devil. Originally, the Devil had a ferocious look, however, I was defeated by the hero.
In order to take back my power, I step on my journey of adventure. I shouldn’t have worried about my virginity, but my body is
so weak that I am always attacked by the monsters, sometimes some human beings also covet my virginity. Black clothes and

silver hair give people the impression of a noble lady.
The prettiest young girl in a thousand years, although my breasts are small, they are beautiful. I always say to myself it’s okay to

have small breasts, meanwhile I also want to eliminate all the women with huge breasts.

The princess toyed by the fate: Sonia
CV:涼貴 涼

「Wo…Why do I have to take off my clothes to earn money……」
The princess of Glan Kingdom, is unintentionally involved in the fight for the throne. She is very gentle, living a peaceful life.
The fight for the inheritance breaks her quiet life. Plus she helps Elise, she can only live the rest of her life with sorrow, sitting

still. She is petite but remarkable breasts.

Dark Knight: Zekushi
「The Devil is such a young girl…I can’t forgive this.」

A Warrior of the dark elf, the strongest man in the Elven. Originally, it’s a species that are good at magic, mainly for melee
attacks. Compared to the dark elf, he is a bit larger. His slim figure is covered by thick armor and they are all huge breasts. The

Elven are entrusted to kill the Devil, find Elise and defeat her.

Female Ninja: Sakuya
CV:つゆりよつば

「……I’m Sakuya, a female Ninja」
Meet the female Ninjia in an east island. Sakuya hanging around to defeat Exorcism General, at the same time, Elise is also
involved in this battle and fighting together with her. Carry out a task without being noticed by anyone, know about the lewd

killing. Black hair, ponytail and Ninjia’s suit. Huge breasts are her feature.

Gentle and capable hero: Chiot
「I have to defeat the Devil to maintain world peace. But, I do not have the heart to kill a little girl.」

He was a common people before, but embarked on the journey to save the world from the Devil’s hand. After he is recognized
as a qualified hero, he gets a Divine Rapier and defeats the Devil. However, the Devil is not actually dead but is weakened.
According to the guide of the God, he continues his adventure to find Elise. Not knowing what the Devil looks like now, he

takes a lot of detours. For his handsome looking, many women approach him, but in fact, he is still a virgin.
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I feel like I might be able to enjoy the game if I knew japanese, but the english translation is painfully terrible.. Really realyy
good game for 2 dollars 10\/10
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